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African Radio Plays
Cry Beloved Africa!
When Blood and Bones Cry Out
From Benjamin Franklin to Ragged Dick to Jack Kelly,
hero of the Disney musical Newsies, newsboys have
long intrigued Americans as symbols of struggle and
achievement. But what do we really know about the
children who hawked and delivered newspapers in
American cities and towns? Who were they? What was
their life like? And how important was their work to
the development of a free press, the survival of poor
families, and the shaping of their own attitudes,
values and beliefs? Crying the News: A History of
America's Newsboys offers an epic retelling of the
American experience from the perspective of its most
unshushable creation. It is the first book to place
newsboys at the center of American history, analyzing
their inseparable role as economic actors and cultural
symbols in the creation of print capitalism, popular
democracy, and national character. DiGirolamo's
sweeping narrative traces the shifting fortunes of
these "little merchants" over a century of war and
peace, prosperity and depression, exploitation and
reform, chronicling their exploits in every region of
the country, as well as on the railroads that linked
them. While the book focuses mainly on boys in the
trade, it also examines the experience of girls and
grown-ups, the elderly and disabled, blacks and
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whites, immigrants and natives. Based on a wealth of
primary sources, Crying the News uncovers the
existence of scores of newsboy strikes and protests.
The book reveals the central role of newsboys in the
development of corporate welfare schemes, scientific
management practices, and employee liability laws. It
argues that the newspaper industry exerted a
formative yet overlooked influence on working-class
youth that is essential to our understanding of
American childhood, labor, journalism, and capitalism.

A Fraught Embrace
An African Journey Through Mark's
Gospel
The African Repository
Transactions of the Natural History
Society of Northumberland, Durham, and
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
African Magic
Community Service and Social
Responsibility in Youth
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An analysis of the beneficial effects of community
service on the political and moral identity of
adolescents. It uses a case study from a
predominantly black, urban high school in
Washington, D.C., building on the work of Erik Erikson
on the social and historical nature of identity
development.

The African Agenda
Whirlwind of African Insanity
Camynta Baezie's The African Agenda is a thriller
about a team of hackers who use their high-tech skills
to run, fund and conceal a daring plot for nuclear
disarmament and African unification.

African Progress
Scenes and Incidents of Every-day Life in
Africa
Central Africa
A blueprint for missional, multi-ethnic Christian
community Efrem Smith, an internationally
recognized and innovative African-American leader,
offers a workable plan for connecting theology,
practical ministry models, and real stories of people in
multi-ethnic Christian communities. Using the
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example of Jesus, Smith develops a theology of multiethnic and missional leadership. Embracing urban and
ethnic subcultures such as hip-hop, this book provides
a rich mix of multi-ethnic church development,
reconciliation theology, missional church thinking, and
Christian community. Provides a common-sense
approach to creating a multi-ethnic Christian
community Includes practical ministry models and
real stories of people who are members of thriving
multi-ethnic congregations Author is acclaimed
African-American thought leader who planted and led
a multi-ethnic churches of close to 1,000 and now
leads a regional division of a denominational
committed to ethnic, multi-ethnic, and missional
churches This book is written for anyone wrestling
with what it means to be a Christian in an increasingly
multi-ethnic world polarized by class, politics, and
race.

The Cries of the Poor in Africa
The Fundamentals of African Traditional
Religion
The Color of Opportunity
Liberia, a small West African nation imploded in a civil
war that began on December 24, 1989. By the time
the war ended fourteen years later, more than
250,000 lives had been taken. Many people sought
refuge in camps throughout West Africa. In the war,
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children were trained to become killing machines, and
women and young girls were held as sex slaves.
Charles Taylor, the main mastermind behind this
rebellion, was elected President of Liberia in 1997.
Liberians thought that his presidency would lead to
the end of the civil war, but it only extended the war.
Adding to the pressure, Taylor faced accusations of
war crimes. He relinquished power in August 2003
and was escorted to Nigeria where he was
subsequently arrested and taken to the International
Criminal Court at The Hague. Whirlwind of African
Insanity is not just my story. It resonates with the
countless voices of children who suffer and die in
wars about which they know nothing. The book also
provides some of the reasons why Africa is and may
forever remain plagued. It presents two arguments
about the real causes of Africas disasters and is
written on behalf of underprivileged children whose
cries for help are drowned in oceans of selfish politics
and whose lives are buried in the explosions of wars.
It is also a story about survival in hellish conditions
and optimism when there is nothing about which to
be optimistic.

Gandhi, Ordained in South Africa
Around the world communities that have suffered the
trauma of unspeakable violence--in Liberia, Somalia,
West Africa, Columbia, and elsewhere--are struggling
to recover and reconcile, searching for ways not just
to survive but to heal. In When Blood and Bones Cry
Out, John Paul Lederach, a pioneer of peace-building,
and his daughter, Angela Jill Lederach, show how
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communities can recover and reconnect through the
power of making music, creating metaphors, and
telling their extraordinary stories of suffering and
survival. Instead of relying on more common linear
explanations of healing and reconciliation, the
Lederachs demonstrate how healing is circular,
dynamic, and continuing, even in the midst of
ongoing violence. They explore the concept of "social
healing," a profoundly important intermediary step
between active warfare and reconciliation. Social
healing focuses on the lived experience of those who
have suffered protracted violence and their need to
give voice to that experience, both individually and
collectively. Giving voice, speaking the unspeakable,
in words and sounds that echo throughout
traumatized communities, can have enormous
healing power. Indeed, the Lederachs stress the
remarkable effects of sound and vibration through
tales of Tibetan singing bowls, Van Morrison's
transcendent lyrics, the voices of mothers in West
Africa, and their own personal journeys. And they
include inspiring stories of transformation: a mass
women's protest movement in Liberia that forces
leaders to keep negotiating until a peace agreement
is signed; elders in Somalia who walk between
warring clans year after year to encourage dialogue;
former child soldiers who run drum workshops and
grow gardens in refugee camps; and rape victims in
Sierra Leone who express their pain in poetry. With
equal measures of insight and compassion, When
Blood and Bones Cry Out offers a promising new
approach to healing traumatized communities.
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Africa
We Cry for Our Land
Crying for Our Elders
Sources of the African Past
An anthology of short stories by African American
writers with settings in the West features such
authors as Charles Chesnutt and Walter Mosley.

Don't Cry! My Baby, Don't Cry!
Chauncy Maples, D.D., F.R.G.S., Pioneer
Missionary in East Central Africa for
Nineteen Years and Bishop of Likoma,
Lake Nyasa, 1895
Cry With Me
India and South Africa, a Fresh Start
Cry With Me is a moving and heartrending, personal
account by the author about how she grew up and
suffered untold hardships and injustices in a war-torn
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and corrupt African country-Zimbabwe-and how she
finally took the courageous step to seek asylum in
Britain. Mabel, who writes from the heart, recreates
the loving relationship she had as a child with her
Shona grandmother, a practical woman who, though
married to a white British man, lived simply,
preferring to sleep on the floor by the stove and eat
her bush meals than live by western standards. The
warm loving relationship with her family, her parents
and her children, shine through the various tragedies
and hardships. She is ruthlessly honest in describing
the inhuman cruelties of the guerrillas ('freedom
fighters' or 'war veterans') who murdered and raped
her cousin, and the Zimbabwean police who 'arrested'
and abused her, throwing her into a stinking prison
when she was nine months pregnant. The ultimate
poignancy comes from the anguish with which she
recreates her sweet daughter Aida's plight, dying
from a kidney infection in the unhygienic and
unbelievably filthy conditions of hospitals in
Zimbabwe. Though Mabel proved herself to be an
enterprising and resourceful businesswoman, the
persistent harassment of government officials, the
unrelenting havoc of crime and plunder, eventually
drove her to seek a new life in Britain, the home of
her forefathers. However, the five-year long and
ongoing delay in granting her asylum, with the
prospect of her appeal being refused and her being
returned to the Zimbabwe hell-hole at the age of 53,
has been a sword of Damocles over her life, resulting
in stress and ill-health.

African Cry
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A revised edition, this text presents a biography of the
life and concerns of Steve Biko.

Biko - Cry Freedom
Africa's traditional beliefs - including ancestor
worship, divination and witchcraft - continue to
dominate its spiritual influences. Readers in search of
a better understanding of the continent will be
enriched by this book's timely exploration of subSaharan Africa's natural philosophy. The author's
meticulous research reveals that, whereas technologydriven Western societies prefer to rely largely on
logical explanations, many Africans continue to obey
their intuition - trusting in images, dreams and
divination to rationalise misfortune and illness. African
Magic explains why so many Africans understand the
relationship between people and unfortunate events
not through the Western concept of chance in the
case of accidents, or germ theory in the case of
illness, but through belief in witchcraft. The book
records a collection of true stories which illustrate this
traditional belief system. Included are the famous
Malawian diviner whose prophecies were considered
so accurate that people flocked from neighbouring
countries to consult him; a group of Western-trained
Mozambican psychologists who successfully refined
cross-cultural therapy by working with traditional
healers to combat post-traumatic stress syndrome
among child soldiers; Ghanaian and Zimbabwean
'witches' living in a nightmare world where popular
belief becomes their reality; and a Zambian
archbishop whose attempt to embrace traditional
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African beliefs provoked serious conflict within his
Christian church.

Gandhi and Indians in South Africa
An essential collection of scholarly essays on the
anthropology of Africa, offering a thorough
introduction to the most important topics in this
evolving and diverse field of study The study of the
cultures of Africa has been central to the
methodological and theoretical development of
anthropology as a discipline since the late 19thcentury. As the anthropology of Africa has emerged
as a distinct field of study, anthropologists working in
this tradition have strived to build a disciplinary
conversation that recognizes the diversity and
complexity of modern and ancient African cultures
while acknowledging the effects of historical
anthropology on the present and future of the field of
study. A Companion to the Anthropology of Africa is a
collection of insightful essays covering the key
questions and subjects in the contemporary
anthropology of Africa with a key focus on addressing
the topics that define the contemporary discipline.
Written and edited by a team of leading cultural
anthropologists, it is an ideal introduction to the most
important topics in the field, both those that have
consistently been a part of the critical dialogue and
those that have emerged as the central questions of
the discipline’s future. Beginning with essays on the
enduring topics in the study of African cultures, A
Companion to the Anthropology of Africa provides a
foundation in the contemporary critical approach to
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subjects of longstanding interest. With these subjects
as a groundwork, later essays address decolonization,
the postcolonial experience, and questions of modern
identity and definition, providing representation of the
diverse thinking and scholarship in the modern
anthropology of Africa.

Leaves of Healing
Sources of the African Past combines a case-study
approach with an emphasis on primary and orally
transmitted sources to accomplish three objectives; to
tell a story in some depth, to portray major themes
and to raise basic questions of analysis and
interpretation. The case studies are set in the
nineteenth century and deal with critical periods in
the fortunes of five societies in different parts of the
continent (South, East, and West Africa). The authors
wish students to work with the "raw" materials of
history and to that end have provided a workbook for
a "laboratory" experience. Sources of the African Past
is designed for use in a wide variety of courses and in
conjuction with other texts. The authors have kept
their own interpretations to a minimum and invited
scrutiny of their decision of selection and
arrangement. They chose the cases on the basis of
several criteria: geographical coverage, abundance
and diversity of primary sources, importance in the
secondary literature, and relevance to important
historical problems. All the studies emphasize political
change. All witness some growth in European
intervention. In selecting the documents, the authors
sought a balance of perspective without sacrificing
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accuracy and relevance. This means a conscious
effort to present a variety of views: African and
European, internal and external, partipant and
observer, those of the victims as well as those of the
victors, those of the "people" as well as those of the
elite. Within the limitations of space, they have made
the excerpts sufficiently long to allow the reader to
examine the author's style, purpose and other
characteristics. Keeping in mind the limitations of
libraries, they have attemted to make each chapter
self-contained.

Crying the News
From being a priest in the kingdom of darkness to an
evangelist in the kingdom of light—this true story will
shock and amaze you! Jesus Christ appeared to
Joshua Blahyi as a blinding light and told him that he
would die unless he repented of his sins. Joshua
Blahyi grew up in Africa, became a powerful pagan
priest in a local tribe, and then became one of the
most feared warlords in Liberia. Under demonic
influence, General Butt Naked fought and killed while
he was naked; he personally sacrificed men, women,
and babies, and forced children to abandon their
families and fight with him. Then, in a radical
transformation like that of Paul on the road to
Damascus, Joshua met Jesus face to face. His mission
now is to reach out to others who are under evil’s
delusions and reform the lives of his former soldiers,
enemies of Jesus Christ, and anyone in need of hope
and love. Joshua Blahyi’s incredible story has been
told in documentaries on PBS, CNN, BBC, and other
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media including the New York Times. His story
appeals to everyone interested in foreign affairs,
Africa’s mysterious spiritual culture, civil wars,
Christianity, and child soldiers.

The African Repository
Africa faces several major development challenges
that have adversely affected the political and material
well being of the majority of the people living there.
This collection of new essays rigorously analyzes
those frontier development issues--including
democracy, leadership, the economy, poverty
alleviation through microfinance schemes, food
security, education, health and political
instability--and offers prescriptions that differ from
the dominant neoliberal solutions.

The Post-Black and Post-White Church
Includes Proceedings of the Executive council and List
of members, also section "Review of books".

New African
The HIV/AIDS epidemic in Africa has defined the
childhoods of an entire generation. Over the past
twenty years, international NGOs and charities have
devoted immense attention to the millions of African
children orphaned by the disease. But in Crying for
Our Elders, anthropologist Kristen E. Cheney argues
that these humanitarian groups have misread the
‘orphan crisis’. She explains how the global
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humanitarian focus on orphanhood often elides the
social and political circumstances that actually
present the greatest adversity to vulnerable
children—in effect deepening the crisis and thereby
affecting children’s lives as irrevocably as HIV/AIDS
itself. Through ethnographic fieldwork and
collaborative research with children in Uganda,
Cheney traces how the “best interest” principle that
governs children’s’ rights can stigmatize orphans and
leave children in the post-antiretroviral era even more
vulnerable to exploitation. She details the dramatic
effects this has on traditional family support and child
protection and stresses child empowerment over pity.
Crying for Our Elders advances current discussions on
humanitarianism, children’s studies, orphanhood, and
kinship. By exploring the unique experience of AIDS
orphanhood through the eyes of children, caregivers,
and policymakers, Cheney shows that despite the
extreme challenges of growing up in the era of
HIV/AIDS, the post-ARV generation still holds out hope
for the future.

Many Moons Ago in Africa
The story is about a community in an Igbo land in
Nigeria, which, many years after the first coming of
the white man, struggles to preserve its tradition,
culture, religion, and social setup as the colonialist
consolidates his authority and administration and
establishes his religion. Built on a village and a typical
humble family setup of that period, the book
describes in some detail the village and family life and
the interference caused by the white man’s new
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ways.

The African Repository and Colonial
Journal
The Elusive African Renaissance
In The Color of Opportunity, Haya Stier and Marta
Tienda ask: How do race and ethnicity limit
opportunity in post-civil rights Chicago? In the 1960s,
Chicago was a focal point of civil rights activities. But
in the 1980s it served as the laboratory for ideas
about the emergence and social consequences of
concentrated urban poverty; many experts such as
William J. Wilson downplayed the significance of race
as a cause of concentrated poverty, emphasizing
instead structural causes that called for change in
employment policy. But in this new study, Stier and
Tienda ask about the pervasive poverty,
unemployment, and reliance on welfare among blacks
and Hispanics in Chicago, wondering if and how the
inner city poor differ from the poor in general. The
culmination of a six-year collaboration analyzing the
Urban Poverty and Family Life Survey of Chicago, The
Color of Opportunity is the first major work to
compare Chicago's inner city minorities with national
populations of like race and ethnicity from a life
course perspective. The authors find that blacks,
whites, Mexicans, and Puerto Ricans living in poor
neighborhoods differ in their experiences with early
material deprivation and the lifetime disadvantages
that accumulate—but they do not differ much from
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the urban poor in their family formation, welfare
participation, or labor force attachment. Stier and
Tienda find little evidence for ghetto-specific
behavior, but they document the myriad ways color
still restricts economic opportunity. The Color of
Opportunity stands as a much-needed corrective to
increasingly negative views of poor people of color,
especially the poor who live in deprived
neighborhoods. It makes a key and lasting
contribution to ongoing debates about the origins and
nature of urban poverty.

A Companion to the Anthropology of
Africa
Contributed articles on South Africs's socio-economic
dimensions and foreign relations.

The African American West
In the wake of the AIDS pandemic, legions of
organizations and compassionate individuals from
faraway places descended on Africa to offer help and
save lives. Ann Swidler and Susan Cotts Watkins
vividly describe the often mismatched expectations
and fantasies of altruists who dream of transforming
lives, of the villagers who desperately seek help, and
of the brokers on whom both Western altruists and
impoverished villagers must rely. Based on years of
fieldwork in the heavily AIDS-affected country of
Malawi, this incisive, irreverent book digs into the
sprawling AIDS enterprise and unravels the paradoxes
of policy and practice. All who want to do good—from
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idealistic volunteers to world-weary development
professionals—depend on brokers as guides, fixers,
and cultural translators. The mutual
misunderstandings among these players create all the
drama of a romance: longing, exhilaration,
disappointment, heartache, and sometimes an
enduring connection. A Fraught Embrace unveils the
tangled relations of those involved in the collective
struggle to contain an epidemic.
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